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WORK EXPERIENCE
Restaurant Server
Deep Dish Delights

2022 - 2023 Chicago, IL

Led restaurant service to focus on exceptional customer experiences,
aiding a significant increase in positive feedback within four months
Implemented Facebook campaigns to promote specials and events,
increasing foot traffic by 13% during peak hours
Organized Slack for efficient team communication, reducing
miscommunications and enhancing productivity
Trained new restaurant staff, saving 14 hours of training time while
maintaining service standards

PROJECTS
HopeHarbor Project
Presenter

2021

Collaborated with colleagues using Google Workspace tools, facilitating
seamless communication and project coordination
Utilized Adobe Creative Cloud to design promotional materials for
HopeHarbour events, fostering a 26% increase in attendance
Collaborated with community organizations to expand outreach,
leading to a 23% increase in volunteer participation and donations

Presented insights on homeless populations and support programs to
over 237 community event attendees

Library Assistant
Volunteer

2020

Created engaging educational content on Schoology to boost workshop
attendance by an additional 386 students over the academic semester
Implemented a system for cataloging library resources, saving 12
minutes per cataloging task and improving resource tracking accuracy
Attended engineering workshops, mastering the use of Atom in
developing and debugging code for diverse projects
Enhanced library operations by assisting students with research,
materials, and computer access, increasing user satisfaction ratings

CAREER
OBJECTIVE
Highly ambitious mathematical scholar
aspiring to secure a position in The
University of Illinois Chicago's engineering
program. With a firm grasp of quantitative
reasoning and a drive for engineering
designs, I am committed to diving into
rigorous academic research while
developing practical skills that contribute to
the technological advancement initiatives at
the university.

EDUCATION
High School Diploma
Whitney M. Young Magnet High
School

2019 - 2023

Chicago, IL

SKILLS
Google Workspace

Atom

Facebook
Adobe Creative Cloud

Slack
Schoology

https://linkedin.com/

